A Sleep-based Communication Mechanism to Save Processor Utilization in Distributed Streaming Systems
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Abstract. Energy-efficiency of applications deployed in data-centers is becoming increasingly important. Techniques that reduce CPU utilization for specific workloads can help improve energy consumption. An application domain that has been studied in the past extensively and is lately gaining importance in data-centers is distributed stream processing. In this work we examine an existing stream processing system, Borealis [6], and we identify significant sources of overhead in the communication stack. Specifically, we examine the inter-node communication path in a distributed setup and the overheads associated as streams flow from node to node. We find that the send and receive tasks in Borealis take up significant CPU resources. We redesign the send and receive paths of Borealis by replacing TCP with a user-level protocol based on Myrinet MX. We then evaluate the CPU utilization and network throughput on a 10 Gbits/s network using both polling and interrupts for communicating data. Finally, we propose a sleep mechanism that avoids the CPU overheads associated with both interrupts and polling. We use a real setup consisting of four eight-core nodes equipped with 10 Gbits/s Ethernet and native Myrinet MX communication subsystems to examine the impact of our approach. Our results show that our approach saves CPU utilization for a range of workload conditions and is able to achieve better throughput compared to TCP with lower CPU utilization (upto 40%).

1 Introduction

Modern data-center applications tend to employ complex software stacks that are processor hungry. Recent work [7, 18] shows that CPU utilization can be directly correlated to total system energy consumption.

Stream processing is a workload that has been studied extensively in the past and has recently been gaining attention due the data-oriented nature of many
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modern applications. In this work we examine the impact of the communication protocol on CPU utilization of distributed stream processing applications over 10 Gbits/s networks. We use an existing stream processing system, Borealis [6], to investigate how improved communication mechanisms can reduce CPU utilization.

Traditionally, in communication-based applications, senders and receivers need to detect the arrival of new (data or control) messages. Two approaches to detecting these events are using interrupts or polling [17]. Neither of these approaches is satisfactory. On one hand, interrupts incur high overhead at high-network speeds and large packet rates. Polling, on the other hand, wastes CPU at low packet rates. In addition, previous work has also examined adaptive techniques that switch between interrupts and polling [13].

An alternative approach is to release the CPU by sleeping for a specific amount of time when required events are still pending. Compared to interrupts, releasing the CPU can be implemented synchronously thus avoiding overheads related to asynchronous events. However, this approach can result in waking up long before or after the event is due. Compared to polling, sleeping can release the CPU to other threads but results in a system call. Ultimately, sleeping has the potential to adjust CPU utilization to the required processing rate. The main obstacle is regulating the sleep interval.

One approach to address this problem is to try and predict the amount of sleep that is appropriate at any given point. However, in modern operating systems it is not possible to exactly regulate sleep time at fine grain, because it depends on a number of coarse grain events in the operating system kernel. Thus, a more robust approach is to use a notion of doing work in “waves”. Consider two nodes connected in a pipeline fashion with the first node being the sender and the second node being the receiver. The receiver informs the sender of the available memory buffers that it has reserved for receiving data and then checks the buffers for the arrival of data. If the test fails, the receiver sleeps for a fixed amount of time. In essence, the receiver accumulates work while taking no extra CPU cycles. Similarly, the sender distributes the work and then waits for a message from the receiver. This message informs the sender if the receiver is ready to receive more data. If the test for the message fails, the sender sleeps for a fixed amount of time. Thus, the sender accumulates work for the receiver, which will process this during the next “wave”. The relationship between network throughput and processing rate determines the exact shape of these “waves”.

Normally in applications such as borealis, there is a separate task that process the incoming data. Thus one way to look at our approach is that the sleep gives the opportunity to conserve energy by not consuming excess energy polling or processing interrupts. This more of the available CPU time is spent doing useful work.

Implementing such a “wave” approach requires dealing with three issues. First, we need to convert blocking send and receive operations to non-blocking combined with a sleep operation. Second, we need to introduce an appropriate
buffering mechanism at each of these points to allow the rest of the system to operate during the sleep. Finally, we need to ensure that the amount of buffering available at any point is appropriate for tolerating the inaccuracy of the corresponding sleep operation.

We investigate the impact of this approach on Borealis. The original version of Borealis uses TCP/IP for inter-node communication. It is possible to evaluate our sleep-based approach with a communication stack based on TCP. However, we port the communication stack of borealis to user-level Myrinet MX for two reasons. First, as we will show in Section 3, user-level communication protocols result in higher throughput compared to TCP/IP. This helps to accommodate the drop in throughput due to the difficulty of implementing a precise sleep interval for an entire range of system parameters. Further, a user-level communication protocol allows a fine-grained control of buffering resources in the send and receive paths since all the memory buffers for sending and receiving are allocated at the user-layer.

In this work, we create a version of Borealis that replaces kernel-based TCP/IP with user-level Myrinet MX communication [5]. Our modified version of Borealis uses a more light-weight communication mechanism and is able to achieve higher throughput than the original, TCP/IP-based version. We implement all three approaches (interrupts, polling, sleeping) in this version of Borealis and examine the impact on CPU utilization. We also compare the results with the original Borealis with TCP. We use a setup of four, eight-core systems (with each one being 2-way hyperthreaded) connected with a 10 Gbits/s Myrinet network using simple streaming workloads.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our design of the new communication subsystem of Borealis using Myrinet MX and the new sleeping mechanism that saves CPU utilization for a range of workload conditions. Section 3 presents our experimental platform and evaluation methodology and discusses our experimental results. In Section 4 we present related work. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 5.

2 Communication Subsystem Design

In this section, we describe our modifications to the communication subsystem of Borealis and our proposed algorithm for sleeping in the send and receive threads.

2.1 Communication using Myrinet MX

Figure 1 shows our implementation of Borealis using Myrinet MX. During the initialization phase, the receiver allocates and posts a number of buffers where data could be received directly from the network interface controller (NIC). Later, the receiver can poll each location to find out if data has arrived in the buffer. If so, data is picked up from the buffer and the buffer is posted again as ready for reception of new data. Similarly, the sender operates on a queue of buffers. First, the sender fills up and post all buffers of the queue. Then, the
sender scans the queue one by one, checks for the completion of DMA and fills up and posts the buffer for sending data.

In Myrinet MX there is a need to deal with “unexpected” messages [15]. Myrinet MX, similar to other user-level communication systems, operates without copies when receive buffers for messages have already been pre-posted. In case a message arrives at the receiver and there is no receive buffer specified by the application the system will deliver the message to a library-level, internal buffer. Later, when the message is successfully detected via a receive operation, it is copied to the application buffer. To ensure that Myrinet MX will operate without data copies in the receive path, there is a need to ensure that receive buffers are pre-posted and arriving messages are always delivered directly to these application buffers. For this purpose we use an application-level flow control mechanism for buffer management purposes between the sender and the receiver. The receiver (Figure 1(a)) pre-posts an agreed number of buffers for sender to send events. Then, the receiver updates the sender with new credits as it frees receive buffers after sending events to another thread that processes these events.

2.2 Sleep-based communication algorithms

We use non-blocking send and receive Myrinet MX calls combined with sleep system calls to replace blocking send and receive calls. This in turn requires introducing buffering at certain points in the path to ensure that other parts of the system continue processing when a specific thread sleeps. Figure 1 and Algorithms 1 show our receive and send paths.

In the receive path, we check each buffer for arrival of data. If the test fails, the receive thread sleeps for a fixed amount of time. In the send path we check for completion of a DMA operation on a buffer posted earlier. If the operation is not complete yet, the send thread sleeps for a fixed amount of time. Also, before posting a send buffer, the sender checks to see if credits are available for sending data. If there are no credits to send data, the send thread sleeps for a
Algorithm 1 Receive (left) and send (right) path with sleeping enabled.

`n` = size of circular queue that holds incoming or outgoing events
`f` = frequency with which to send credits to upstream node
`t` = time interval for which to sleep
`m` = number of credits to send to the upstream node

**Receiver:**

// initialize receive buffers and credits
post_buffers(`n`)
`send_credits(n)`;
`i` = 0
// wait until next receive buffer contains new event
while TRUE do
  while poll_buffer(`i`) do
    sleep(`t`)
  end while
  process_event(`i`)
  `i` = (`i` + 1) % `n`
  if (`i` % `f`) = (`f` - 1) then
    `send_credits(m)`
  end if
end while

**Sender:**

credits = waitfor_credits()
`i` = 0
while TRUE do
  // wait for next send buffer
  while poll_buffer(`i`) do
    sleep(`t`)
  end while
  prepare_event(`i`)
  // replenish in case you run out
  credits += collect_credits()
  while credits = 0 do
    sleep(`t`)
    credits += collect_credits()
  end while
  `send_event(i)`
  `i` = (`i` + 1) % `n`
end while

fixed amount of time. The sleep in the receive thread and the sleep when there are no credits available are related and work together to reduce CPU utilization without reducing overall throughput.

The rational behind sleeping in the receive thread is to accumulate work while consuming no CPU cycles. While the receive thread sleeps it has already posted buffers for receiving data. When the receiver wakes up, it takes some time to process buffers and re-post them. Therefore, the credits to receive more data are sent to the upstream node after some time which depends upon the frequency with which credits are sent. The send thread of the node upstream sleeps during this time interval to conserve energy. If the sleeping intervals are approximately correct, when the send thread wakes up, it will receive credits to send data to the downstream node.

The minimum sleep time in our systems is 2 ms. However, we use a sleep interval of 10 ms in our sleeping algorithms. We experimentally find this to be an appropriate time interval for our specific systems. Note that the sleep interval can change based upon the system load. An algorithm to adjust sleep interval according to system load is left as future work.

3 Experimental results

In this section, we describe our evaluation methodology, the experimental platform, and our experimental results.
3.1 Experimental platform and methodology

Our test environment consists of four, server-type systems running the Linux operating system (CentOS release 5.4). Each system has two Intel Xeon Quad-core chipsets. The cores have two-way hyper-threaded capability. Therefore, each machine can potentially execute sixteen threads simultaneously. Each machine has 14 Gbytes of DRAM physical memory and a 10 Gbits/s Ethernet NIC from Myricom that is capable of operating both in TCP/IP and Myrinet MX mode. The four machines are physically connected via 10 Gbits/s Ethernet HP ProCurve 3400cl switch. The first node in the pipeline runs a load-generator that generates a batch of tuples (events). The next two nodes in the pipeline run Borealis. The last node runs a light-weight receiver that receives tuples and consumes them internally without storing them.

We use an in-house micro-benchmark that consists of two filter operators in a chain. The parameters of the filter are set to pass each incoming tuple down the pipeline.

Our main goal is to understand the impact on performance and CPU utilization of using spinning, interrupts, and sleeping in the send and receive threads of Borealis with Myrinet MX API vs. TCP/IP. We build and use the four configurations of Borealis, tcp, mx-poll, mx-int, mx-sleep, that use TCP, Myrinet MX with interrupts, polling, and our sleeping mechanism, respectively.

We perform experiments with 8 instances of Borealis running on each node. A different stream is associated with each instance of Borealis. There is a separate load-generator (source) and receiver (sink) for each instance. A given instance of Borealis can not utilize the entire bandwidth of 10 Gbits/s Ethernet because processing time becomes the limiting factor. For this reason, we use multiple instances of Borealis on each node to exploit the maximum bandwidth available from the underlying 10 Gbits/s network. We believe that this is a realistic mode of operation for data streaming systems. Finally, we show results for different tuple sizes and different batching factors.

We perform experiments for different tuple sizes and event sizes. Note that a larger event size is obtained by using a large batching factor. We use a buffer queue of 100 entries on the receive side and send credits to the nodes upstream after processing every 10 buffers. The size of queue on the send side is 10 entries. The sender posts a send operation for receiving credits when 5 credits are left.

3.2 Impact on Network Throughput

Figure 2 shows the network throughput of Borealis for TCP and Myrinet MX (interrupts, polling, and sleeping). In all our experiments, the processing thread is the bottleneck. For this reason the use of polling when running 8 instances of Borealis results in a lower throughput compared to that of interrupts. Using Myrinet MX with interrupts instead of TCP improves the throughput of Borealis by upto 22% for a tuple size of 512 bytes. Further note that mx-sleep always results in better throughput compared to TCP between 23 – 63%.
3.3 Impact on CPU Utilization

Figure 3(d-e) shows the CPU utilization of Borealis for Myrinet MX (polling, interrupts, and sleeping). CPU utilization is reported as the average utilization across the two nodes that run Borealis. A utilization of 100% in Figure 3(d-e) means that all 16 hardware threads in both nodes are fully utilized. We note that in all cases CPU utilization exceeds 90% for both TCP (not shown) and Myrinet MX with polling. Using Myrinet MX with interrupts reduces the CPU utilization slightly. Note that at small event sizes, the receive thread does not have enough work to perform as it receives fewer tuples per event, quickly enqueues them, and waits for the next batch. Therefore, mx-sleep results in significant reduction in CPU utilization compared to both mx-poll and mx-int. For an event size of 1024 bytes (batching factor of 8), mx-sleep approaches exactly the throughput of mx-int, with saving in CPU utilization upto 15% for a tuple size of 128. Note that since data streaming is an upcoming application, the typical range of parameters such as batching factor is not obvious. However, since our sleep-based mechanisms do not result in significant loss in throughput compared to mx-int, we believe it to be a reasonable approach.

Next, we note that we do not observe any saving in CPU utilization beyond event sizes of 1024 bytes, 2048 bytes and 4096 bytes respectively for tuple size of 128 bytes, 256 bytes and 512 bytes. This is because events larger than these result in a large batching factor. A large batching factor implies more tuples in a single event and thus high overhead relating to enqueuing of tuples compared to communication overhead of sending or receiving a single event. Therefore, when the receive thread enqueues one event, it finds the next event readily available.

In summary, an implementation based upon Myrinet MX with sleep-based send and receive paths, we are able to achieve better throughput compared to TCP and reduce CPU utilization upto 40%.

4 Related Work

Data streaming has recently been gaining importance due to the large number of existing and emerging applications that need to process data [10]. Research both in academia [6, 9, 3] and industry [16] aims at building scalable distributed
stream processing systems. Efforts span the space from designing and implementing efficient relational operators for streaming databases [1], to proposing high-level query languages for specifying streaming workloads [8, 4], and to mapping different applications to streaming systems [20, 11, 1].

Less attention has so far been paid to understanding the performance implications of communication protocols and infrastructure for this communication-intensive class of applications. The authors in [16] presents an evaluation of SystemS, a data streaming system built by IBM. They discuss at a high level the impact of communication on streaming performance. In contrast, in our work we not only quantify the performance of an existing stream processing system on a cluster consisting of modern server machines but also discuss a number of specific issues related to the communication protocol stack and related optimizations. We also evaluate in detail the impact of these aspects and show how future streaming systems can benefit from careful design.

Recently there has also been increased interest in research on issues related to (in)efficiency of software stacks in data center applications. The authors in [14] examine trends in building data center applications from existing components that lead to large inefficiencies. In addition, recent work has been pointing out that software stack inefficiencies have an impact on the energy efficiency of data center infrastructures [2, 12]. These approaches propose architectural techniques to adaptively manage power subject to changing workload conditions or policies above the hardware layer to exploit techniques and have pointed out inefficiencies in the software stack of existing middleware systems.

The authors in [19] have proposed hardware mechanisms to avoid OS spin overheads. Their techniques addresses the problem of extra spin overhead in over-committed virtual machines running operating systems that do not use
gang scheduling. In this paper, we quantify the negative impact of using spinning in the send and receive paths of the communication stack of Borealis when the system and underlying network is heavily-loaded.

5 Conclusions

In this work we examine how the communication stack of a distributed streaming system, Borealis, can use a sleep-based mechanism to avoid both interrupt and polling overheads. We identify subtle reasons for excessive CPU utilization in this class of applications and propose mechanisms to improve the efficiency of individual nodes. We propose a sleeping mechanism that saves CPU utilization for a range of workload conditions. In comparison with TCP, using Myrinet MX and our sleep-based send and receive operations achieves better throughput and reduces CPU utilization up to 40% for a range of parameters. We expect that the importance of our approach will increase as systems become more heterogeneous by combining networks and processors of different speeds in consolidated data center environments that execute multiple distributed applications at the same time.
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